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Silicon Valley Power (SVP) – Electric 
Department of the City Santa Clara, CA USA
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• Started in 1896 with 40 streetlights 
powered by DC generator

• Matured over nearly 125 years into a 
utility with peak load in excess of 500 MW

• Four receiving stations with nominal 
receiving voltages of 115 and 230 kV

• BES Reliability and CIP requirements 
apply because of these receiving stations

• 28 distribution substations with nominal 
receiving voltage of 60kV and distribution 
voltage of 12 kV



Challenges for a Small Mature Utility
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• Decades old substations invariably have electromechanical equipment 
providing many of the substation protection and SCADA functionality.  
These pieces of equipment require periodic maintenance, which are 
labor intensive and hence a big challenge for the small substation 
team.

• Spare parts for required repairs are becoming increasingly difficult to 
find which makes supporting older substation equipment even more 
challenging!

• Equipment upgrade work at existing substation needs to be performed 
without significant downtime.

• The utility continues to grow which makes even less financial and 
personnel resources available for existing substation upgrade and 
retrofit work.



SCADA Retrofit Challenges
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• Limited resources availability for substation upgrade/retrofit work 
means the resources are first directed towards substation protection 
equipment upgrade, which truly provides maximum bang for the 
buck.  Required SCADA upgrade work becomes the unfortunate victim

• Even when resources are available, rebuilding substation SCADA 
poses some interesting challenges:
– Performing the work under live conditions
– Maintaining full Control Room visibility during the rebuild process
– Minimizing commissioning in relation to control functions
– Resolving conduit space limitations
– Operating with ageing wire infrastructure



Substation SCADA Functions
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• The SCADA retrofit work at SVP substations needed to ensure that 
existing SCADA functionality was preserved throughout the retrofit 
process.  Substation SCADA functions could be divided as:
1. Control of Equipment
2. Status and Alarms:

a. Critical Alarms (protection and equipment status alarms)
b. Station general alarms

3. Analog metering

• SCADA retrofit tasks were broken down and phased along similar 
lines.  This approach made the retrofit work transparent to the 
Control Room and minimized downtime.



Traditional SCADA Retrofits
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• Traditional approach to SCADA upgrade is a whole replacement of the 
existing RTU and the SCADA infrastructure, consisting of
– Removal of all field wiring from the existing input / output boards
– Removal of the existing RTU and replacing it with a new one
– Replacing the field wiring, if needed
– Re-landing of the field wiring
– SCADA recommissioning of the RTU after installation.

• SCADA connectivity is lost during such upgrade.

• Significant scarcely available manpower (days/weeks) is also required



SCADA Retrofit – SVP’s Approach
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• SVP’s approach is to “divide and conquer”.  A phased approach of 
retrofitting the least critical components first, and ending with the 
control points, was adapted.  This allowed the upgrade process to be 
stretched over several calendar months without any loss of SCADA 
visibility and functionality.

• A distributed I/O architecture was adapted, and I/O modules were 
moved as close to the source as possible, while using communication 
cables for data exchange.  Some of the benefits of I/O module 
relocation are
– Minimizing voltage drop and potential for using thinner signal wires
– Replacing old, ageing cables with significantly shorter cables
– Freeing up conduit space which can then be repurposed, if needed



SCADA Retrofit – SVP’s Approach
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• Substation HMI was first added prior to the SCADA retrofit work.  
The HMI addition comprised of adding an RTU that serves as the 
webserver for the HMI client, and can serve as both a Host and a 
Slave to the existing substation RTU for data exchange.  I/O 
elements were moved over to the new RTU during the retrofit 
operation, completely transparent to the Control Room.

• Control Relay boards were used as they are, without lifting any field 
wiring thereby eliminating the need for costly recommissioning of 
the control point operation.  Only data communication cable had to 
be adapted for communication between the upgraded output module 
and the control relay board.



SCADA Retrofit Example – HMI Addition
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• Addition of a new RTU with Substation HMI and Web-server functionality 

Refer to our previous paper on this topic for full details: A. De, G.S. Antonova,  A. Piatniczka “Substation HMI 
Design for Silicon Valley, Power and Energy Automation Conference (PEAC), March 2-5, 2020, Seattle WA.  



Benefits of Substation HMI Addition
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Addition of the HMI server opens a new avenue for substation SCADA 
upgrade – distributed I/O modules communicates directly with the new 
RTU, and I/O points could be moved over transparently to the new 
modules, even one point at a time, if needed.



SCADA Retrofit Example – I/Os, Annunciator 
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• Annunciator points addition
• I/O placement by the source
• Mimicking existing screens



Re-using Existing Control Relay Boards
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• The existing Control Modules were adapted to communicate with the 
new RTU Binary Output Modules via specially made cables/adapters



SCADA Retrofit Example - Analog Metering
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• Analog data was added via digital 
meters communicating over RS-485

• Existing copper wires were utilized 
as communication media for the 
RS-485 data transmissions 

• The rest of copper wiring became 
unused – more conduit space 

• During protection upgrade to micro-
processor relays analog metering 
was moved to the digital relays. 

• Digital meters were kept for 
redundant measurements



SCADA Retrofit Example - Breaker Controls
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• Binary Output module was added 
to each 12kV switchgear.  The 
module would communicate over 
RS-485 to the new RTU.

• HMI was used for commissioning 
the breaker control up to the relay 
control boards, locally without 
Control Room involvement.

• Field commissioning of the actual 
breaker control were done over a 
period of time, one breaker at a 
time, since it required labor 
intensive field switching to isolate 
the breakers for commissioning.



SCADA Retrofit Example – Complete System

16A station built in 70s got first Controls added in 2019 !



Conclusions
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• SVP’s adoption of Substation HMI and a distributed I/O architecture allowed 
SCADA retrofit work to be completed without any downtime or loss of 
Control Room visibility and control

• Re-use of Control Relay boards eliminated the need for expensive complete 
field commissioning of the breaker controls, the most serious challenge for 
any substation SCADA retrofit project.  

• SVP’s SCADA retrofit at substations started with addition of Substation HMI.  
This allowed for a phased retrofit work, stretched over months, that was 
completely transparent to the Control Room.  Addition of substation HMI 
brought in numerous additional benefits including personnel safety, full 
system visibility from any point in the SVP network, and acting essentially as 
a SCADA backup system

• Moving I/O modules close to the data source minimized copper usage and 
made premium conduit space available for re-use. Thank you ! 


